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Smoke And Ashes
Abir Mukherjee

Harvill Secker £12.99
The terrific third
instalment in Mukherkjee’s
wonderfully rich and
entertaining period crime
series sees opium-addicted Calcutta
police detective Sam Wyndham and
his long-suffering Indian Sergeant,
‘Surrender-Not’ Banerjee, trying
to hold the line between the rival
demands of the British Empire and
Gandhi’s independence movement in
1921. No easy task in itself, but all the
harder when a killer’s on the loose.

...and one was a very welcome guest from
Darkest Peru, the widow of Michael Bond tells
Event to mark the last ever Paddington book

I

t says much about Michael Bond
character than the bear in the books.
that even in the presence of the
Michael had a quick mind and he was very
Queen, he could be ever so slightly
funny, and that came through when he
distracted by Paddington.
was channelling Paddington in private.’
For the monarch’s 90th birthday
Did he think of Paddington as an
the author, who was the same age, wrote
equal friend and companion, or more
an essay about the passage of time. It was
as a child? I ask. ‘Well, no. As a bear,’
read aloud to Her Majesty at a Service of
Sue replies, looking puzzled.
National Thanksgiving in St Paul’s Cathedral.
Many moments from their marriage would
But Bond was far from overawed by this
eventually find their way into Bond’s stories.
national honour – he was too busy
‘There’s a scene in Paddington
mind-mapping the cathedral
Abroad in which one of Paddington’s
and polishing up a plot line for
marmalade chunks falls on to
his great literary creation.
the map and sticks it together
After the release of the – that’s from a driving holiday
Sadly, the story of the day
first Paddington movie in which a smudgy fingerprint
became his farewell: Bond
in 2014, starring Ben
died last year aged 91. Now
meant we couldn’t read our
Whishaw as the voice
Paddington At St Paul’s is to
road atlas,’ says Sue. ‘And
of the little bear, sales
be published posthumously.
when
Michael’s daughter
of marmalade and
That inspiration should
Karen learned to drive – she
oranges shot up
have struck on such an
failed her test four times, once
in the UK.
illustrious occasion, in front
for telling the examiner it was too
of a congregation of 2,000 people,
dangerous to carry out the manoeuvre
came as no surprise to Sue, for the bear was
he’d requested – that coincided with
a constant daily presence in Bond’s life, at
Paddington taking a driving test for his
the dinner table, heading out to a party or
shopping trolley in Paddington At The Wheel.’
sitting in their flower-filled garden with
Things that caught Bond’s eye would also
a good book. ‘He was a welcome guest
make an appearance. ‘I spotted Michael
throughout our marriage,’ she says fondly.
gazing at a brown tourist sign pointing to
‘The only difference was that the
a Norman church. I knew it had tickled
Paddington who lived with us was an
him. In Paddington On The Move, Norman
altogether wittier and more sophisticated
Church is the leader of a ballroom dancing

Take Me In

Sabine Durrant

Mulholland Books £12.99
Durrant’s last book, Lie With
Me, was a very superior
take on the psychological
thriller. Take Me In is less
successful but still highly entertaining.
A smug middle-class couple have
their apparently perfect lives turned
inside out after a stranger saves their
son from drowning. Read it for the
smart dissection of modern life and
love, not the rather dodgy plotting.

it’s a
Fact

Firefly

Henry Porter

Quercus £14.99
Firefly is a worthy addition
to Porter’s impressive
canon of post-Cold War
spy thrillers. At its heart
is the relentlessly tense story of Naji, a
brilliant young Syrian boy travelling alone
through the Balkans, one step ahead of
a gang of IS killers desperate to recover
the information he’s stolen from them.
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It All Falls Down
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Sheena Kamal

Zaffre £18.99
The second instalment in
a thoroughly compelling
new series, soaked in
the diversity of today’s
Vancouver. Heroine Nora Watts is
a more plausible Canadian sister to
Lisbeth Salander from The Girl With
The Dragon Tattoo. She’s a detective
whose investigations always seem to
end up in her own troubled past. Her
latest quest takes her to the broken
city of Detroit in search of her lost
father. A dark and powerful read.
John Williams

at Number 32 Windsor Gardens. Thirty-five
million Paddington books in 40 different
languages, including Latin, were sold in
Bond’s lifetime. Two hit Paddington films
starring Hugh Bonneville, Nicole Kidman,
Hugh Grant and Ben Whishaw, some
amazing animatronics and a cameo from
Bond himself have also turned his Fifties
bear – perpetually polite, curious, optimistic
and kind – into a very modern movie star.
Bond created him after buying a toy bear
as a last-minute gift for his first wife, Brenda,
now 89, on Christmas Eve, 1956. His first
Paddington story, A Bear Called Paddington,
was published in 1958. The original
Paddington still exists, though he is so fragile
he only comes out on special family occasions.
Bond had two children – Karen, from his
marriage to Brenda, and Anthony, born to
one of his book editors before he married
Sue. He also had five grandchildren. His
final instructions to them were that he was
to be buried somewhere in London for
Paddington’s fans to visit. So
he’s interred in Paddington
Old Cemetery, of course.
Interview by Sarah Oliver
‘Paddington At St Paul’s’ is published
by HarperCollins Children’s Books,
£12.99

hristina Patterson sounds as
though she has led a charmed
life. Born to loving, middle-class
parents in Surrey, she excelled
at grammar school, sailed on
to university and, after high-profile jobs
on the London arts scene, found herself at
The Independent, where she interviewed
everyone from Gordon Brown to Jeanette
Winterson. Pushing 50, she had her own flat,
lots of friends and a career that was
both meaningful and glamorous.
But there were things Christina didn’t
have that she wanted terribly. A partner
and children, for one thing. Of course, she’s
hardly the only ageing Bridget Jones out
there. But there was more. Her much-loved
elder sister, whose mind and body had

kathryn
hughes
memoir
The Art Of Not Falling Apart
Christina Patterson
Atlantic £14.99

★★★★★

been ravaged by schizophrenia, suddenly
died of a heart attack at 41. Next, Christina
got breast cancer – twice. Then she was
summoned into the editor’s office and told
she had been fired from the job that gave
her stability and status. She wasn’t being let
go because she’d done anything wrong but
because the newspaper needed ‘freshening
up’. When she asked why she’d been picked

troupe who tries to sign
Paddington up for a formation
dancing display,’ Sue laughs.
Shortly after that Service
of Thanksgiving two years
ago this month, Bond began
Paddington At St Paul’s, which
tells how Paddington ends up on
a visit to the cathedral, wearing
a cassock and surplice, aiming
for a high C in the choir stalls.
It is guaranteed to make its way on to
the shelves of childhood alongside other
enduring classics such as Winnie-the-Pooh
and the Famous Five. But then there will be
no new tales about the bear from Darkest
Peru, who arrived at Paddington station in
his blue duffel coat and red bush hat, to be
taken in by the middle-class Brown family,
and their formidable housekeeper Mrs Bird,

for redundancy, the editor answered: ‘What’s
so special about you?’ She started to tell him,
loudly, and he threatened to call security.
She finds herself doing bits of freelance for
tiny fees and before long is reduced to that
most modern way of making money: renting
out her precious flat as an Airbnb while she
sleeps on the sofas of friends.
How does a person not fall apart when
everything that matters to them is taken
away? That’s the question Patterson poses
in this wise, funny book. Part memoir, part
psychological enquiry, she uses herself and
her wide circle of contacts and friends as
laboratory specimens to work out what stops
people going under.
There’s Frieda Hughes, daughter of the
poets Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, who

Paddington Bear and,
above, Sue Bond with her
late husband’s last book

has had to endure the suicide of her mother,
brother and half-sister and the break-up
of her own marriage. How has she coped?
By writing her own poetry, making her
own paintings and developing a passion for
motorbike racing in middle age.
If this sounds a bit like being in denial,
Patterson quotes some surprising research
showing that after the London 7/7 bombings,
those survivors who had professional
counselling took longer to recover than
those who soldiered on. Sometimes, a new
bike is better than a heart-to-heart.
The stoical approach certainly seems to
be working for Winston, an ex-boyfriend of
Patterson, who has broken his back three
times, had a stroke and now has epilepsy.
Does he moan? ‘Nah, it’s pointless,’ he says.

john
preston
science
Brainstorm: Detective Stories
From The World Of Neurology
Suzanne O’Sullivan

Chatto & Windus £16.99
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t often begins with a feeling of ecstatic
wellbeing. In 200 AD a young Greek boy
described a sensation like a soft breeze
blowing against his leg. Countless others have had a similar experience. But what
comes next is not remotely ecstatic. Whenever
someone has an epileptic fit, it’s as if their
brain catches fire. Circuits blow, limbs thrash
about and behaviour becomes ungovernable.
One man here describes how he had a
seizure in the middle of a job interview. He
came round to find that the interviewer had
disappeared and there was a box of tissues
on the table in front of him. He didn’t get
the job. Another sufferer sees seven dwarves
when he’s having a fit – ‘Clear as day’.
Suzanne O’Sullivan, whose last book It’s All
In Your Head, about psychosomatic illness,
won a raft of prizes, is a consultant neurologist specialising in epilepsy. It is, she writes,
perhaps the most mysterious of all disorders.
About 50 million people around the world
have epilepsy, 600,000 of them in the UK.
Yet no two cases are the same. The feeling of
ecstasy – known as the ‘aura’ – may be common enough, but thereafter it’s every sufferer
for his, or herself.
To make matters even more complicated,
everyone reacts differently to the drugs they’re
prescribed. Medication that works well on
one person may have no effect on another.
Despite that, the study of epilepsy has
taught neurologists an enormous amount.
Comparing how seizures affected different
areas of the brain enabled doctors to discover
which areas controlled specific functions.
O’Sullivan writes beautifully and is full of
wonder. Although desperate to plumb the
brain’s mysteries, she hates the idea of seeing
everything neatly mapped and our humanity unravelled. Far better, she thinks, to be a
traveller striding curiously across unknown
territory. It’s a pleasure trailing her.
And then there’s Leroy, who had a baby
when he was 15 and was sentenced to a
young offenders’ institution. It seemed, quite
simply, like the end of the world. Today
Leroy is studying to get the qualifications he
needs to train as a midwife.
In other hands all this might seem
sentimental or even superficial. But Patterson
invests her case histories with such intelligent
passion and cracking candour that you feel as
if you are listening to your cleverest, funniest
and, above all, kindest friend. This is a
manual on how to survive in the 21st century.
Her answer, by the way, is both simple and
difficult: talk to your friends rather than a
psychotherapist, drink two glasses of wine a
day, and hold on to the hope that things will
eventually get better. They did for her.
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